
OSHA budget cuts could spell doom 
for controversial new TB standard
Money for NAS study taken from OSHA compliance funding

After six agonizing delays, the House Appropriations Subcom-
mittee on Labor, Education, and Human Services has finally let
the other shoe drop — with a resounding thump. Not only has

the subcommittee approved money for a study of whether a new TB
standard is necessary, it also handed the U.S. Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA) a budget trimmed 5% below last year’s.

While opponents of the new TB standard welcome news of the
study, which is viewed as a way to stall any OSHA maneuvers, they
say the real shocker is the cut to the federal agency’s budget. The 
$17 million chunk the subcommittee cut amounts to a 5% reduction 

in OSHA’s 1999 budget and a 13%
reduction from what had been
requested for next year. Plus, the
deepest cuts take direct aim at the
agency’s enforcement capabilities
— a fact that, by itself, could spell
doom for the proposed TB stan-
dard. “After all, without people to
monitor compliance, it wouldn’t

make much sense for them to promulgate the new standard, would
it?” says Jennifer Thomas, director of government and public affairs
for the Washington, DC-based Association of Professionals in Infection
Control (APIC), a professional organization vociferously opposed to
the new TB standard. 

U.S. Secretary of Labor Alexis Herman has blasted the bill, charging
that the cuts to OSHA’s ability to monitor compliance will result in
“substantial reductions in workplace inspections and cutbacks to com-
pliance assistance.” OSHA officials, in keeping with the agency’s pol-
icy of not commenting on political issues, are mostly keeping mum.

“We’ve reopened the record again, and we’ve considered all the
new data submitted,” says Frank Kaine, an OSHA spokesman. “It’s
our position that there’s no need for another study,” he says. “It’s the
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“I know inside and out that

this new TB standard will

accomplish nothing of use.”

Jennifer Thomas, APIC



money that we’re really worried about.”
Speculation about where the OSHA budget cut

came from has stirred a flurry of speculation on
the Hill. “I’d love to take credit, but we had noth-
ing to do with it,” says APIC’s Thomas. “All I
know is there are a lot of people in Congress who
hate OSHA.” 

During the oft-postponed mark-up session 
— the time subcommittee members finally meet
to hammer out a final bill — Thomas says she
was part of a group of lobbyists and reporters
bunched outside the hearing room door trying 
to get in. 

“People inside the room would come out occa-
sionally with these little pearls of information,”
she says. “Suddenly, here came this press release
on the OSHA budget cuts. We couldn’t believe
what we were hearing.”

Along with the OSHA haircut, the subcom-
mittee handed Thomas what she and others
have been praying for: that is, a formal request
that the National Academy of Sciences (NAS)
conduct a one-year study of whether a new TB
standard is really needed, plus $450,000 to pay
for the study.

A presidential veto?

Because the same bill includes big cuts to pro-
grams held dear by President Clinton — money
for worker retraining, severance-pay guarantees,
and an initiative aimed at helping disabled work-
ers — the nation’s chief executive has vowed 
he will veto the package if it’s handed to him in
its present form. 

That almost ensures there will be a fight once
the bill reaches the House floor. But while pre-
dicting OSHA’s ultimate fate is impossible this
early in the game, insiders say it’s a safe bet 
that the call for the NAS TB study will stay 
put.

The reason is more technical than political, one
observer says. The call for a report “has already
been written into report language,” says David
Medina, who works as a lobbyist for the AFL/CIO,

the 13 million-member federation of U.S. labor
unions. “So it can’t be amended unless someone
offers an amendment which overrides it, and that’s
much tougher to do.” 

For her part, Thomas is radiating optimism.
“I’m breathing a lot easier now, and I have a lot
less angst when I think about the future,” she
says. “We’ve cleared our biggest hurdle. Things
could still become contentious, but I think we’ve
tailored our request so that they won’t. I mean,
we could have asked them to stop the standard
altogether, but we didn’t. We just asked for a fair
and impartial study.” 

Bill has ally in Senate 

Once the bill wends its way out of the House
subcommittee, where its anti-OSHA components
have a staunch ally in subcommittee chair Tom
Wicker (R-MS), it will find an equally sympa-
thetic welcome awaiting it over in the corre-
sponding Senate subcommittee, Thomas predicts.
“Over there, we’ve got people in line waiting to
help us,” she says. Chief among them is Sen.
Thad Cochran, also a member of the delegation
from Mississippi. 

What looks like salvation to Thomas, as well
as to those in the TB community who oppose
more stringent regulations, strikes the Clinton
administration as mean-spirited and harsh.
Secretary of Labor Herman calls the bill “a bad
bill for American workers . . . that cuts efforts to
help the neediest among us.” It will “devastate
education and training programs both for young
people struggling in poverty and for laid-off
workers who don’t have the skills to start over,”
she adds. 

In a reference to the proposed cuts to OSHA’s
budget, Herman notes pointedly that “this bill
would drastically curtail our ability to improve
the safety and health of American workers.”

“Well, I’m not really against all OSHA rules,”
says Thomas, thoughtfully. “But in this case, I
know inside and out that this new TB standard
will accomplish nothing of use.”  ■
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CDC poised for trials 
of short-course regimen
Adding RFP to regimen will yield 12 doses

Astudy of a new, short-course regimen pro-
posed for the treatment of latent TB infection

likely will begin enrolling patients by next sum-
mer, says Rick O’Brien, MD, MPH, chief of the
Research and Evaluation Branch at the Division
for Tuberculosis Elimination (DTBE) at the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) in Atlanta. “This will be a major, major
study,” says O’Brien. “I’m very excited about
this.” 

The forthcoming trial, which will be conducted
by the CDC’s Tuberculosis Trials Consortium, or
TBTC, will team rifapentine (RFP) — a long-acting
antibiotic only recently approved for use against
TB — with isoniazid (INH) in a once-weekly dos-
ing schedule with a three-month duration. That
translates to just 12 doses in all. 

Though protocol for the work, formally titled
“Study 26 of the TBTC,” is still being refined,
O’Brien says the study is expected to consist of
three arms. Along with the once-weekly INH/RFP
combination, other parts probably will include a
nine-month course of INH and a two-month
course of rifampin (RIF) and pyrazinamide (PZA).
Both HIV-infected and HIV-noninfected patients
are expected to be enrolled, O’Brien says. 

“Everything’s very preliminary because it’s
only been discussed by the protocol team,” he
adds. Even so, the DTBE already has given an
enthusiastic nod to the study, and O’Brien says he
expects that trial sites will start enrolling patients
within the next year — if all goes well, as soon as
next summer. 

The promise held out by INH/RFP is twofold.
First, if the combination regimen proves safe and
effective, it will offer the convenience of a short-
course, prophylactic regimen with doses that
need to be given just once a week. Though forth-
coming recommendations from the DTBE are
expected to urge providers to give RIF/PZA for
just two months, the regimen is supposed to be
administered daily. With extremely recalcitrant
patients, providers have been known to fudge the
daily dosing requirement, backing it down to just
twice a week, but how efficacious that will prove
is not known.

Researchers also hope fewer side effects will

beset the new regimen than is the case with
RIF/PZA, which so far has spawned a number 
of complaints of gastrointestinal upsets. 

Enthusiasm over Study 26 is matched by the
high energy level at the TBTC. This year, two
more sites have been added, bringing the number
of contractors, whose names were just announced
last month, to a total of 23. This year, contract
terms have been extended from five to 10 years,
with the CDC retaining its option to renew on an
annual basis. 

The extended contract length and the addition
of more sites reflect the CDC’s attitude toward
the TBTC, says O’Brien. “It suggests we’re pro-
jecting this consortium will have a substantial
life,” he says. “It also reflects the high priority the
CDC gives to research and, specifically, to drug
studies.” 

TBTC continues with more TB studies

The TBTC was born in 1997 when sites were
recruited for what became Study 22, a trial that
gauged the efficacy of rifapentine — coupled with
INH and in place of RIF — in the continuation
phase therapy for TB disease. Once sites for that
study were recruited and the various headaches 
of putting together the trial infrastructure were
finally resolved, the decision was made to keep the
hard-won trial apparatus in place and to continue
with more studies, O’Brien says. 

This year’s contract awards total about $5 mil-
lion, parceled out among 13 sites funded directly
by the CDC’s DTBE and another 10 funded
through a memorandum of understanding with
the federal Department of Veterans Affairs
Hospitals. 

In accordance with its mandate from the DTBE,
the trials consortium is focusing its work primar-
ily on finding new treatments for latent TB infec-
tions, says O’Brien. “The consortium is especially
well-positioned to enroll patients into latent TB
studies. A lot of this year’s new sites have excep-
tionally strong programs for the provision of pre-
ventive therapy and [for] doing operational
research on preventive therapy. My hunch is they
will recruit well.”

This new year, the TBTC’s new sites include
Boston Medical Center (John Bernardo, MD, prin-
cipal investigator, or PI), Columbia University in
New York City (Neil Schluger, MD, PI), Montreal
Chest Institute and McGill University (Richard
Menzies, MD, PI), University of British Columbia
in Vancouver (Mark Fitzgerald, MD, PI), the
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University of Southern California in San Francisco
(Charles Daley, MD, PI), and Seattle/King County
Department of Health (Charles Nolan, MD, PI). 

Sites where TBTC contracts have been renewed
include New York University (William Rahm, PI),
the National TB Center at the New Jersey Medical
School (Bonita Mangura, MD, MPH, PI), Univer-
sity of North Texas Health Sciences Center in Fort
Worth (Stephen Weis, DO, PI), University of
Southern California/Los Angeles County (Brenda
Jones MD, PI), University of Manitoba (Earl
Hirshfield, MD, PI), Denver Health and Hospital
Authority (Randall Reves, MD, PI), and Johns
Hopkins University (Richard Chaisson, MD, PI.) 

Of those, O’Brien singles out for kudos the
University of North Texas site: “They’ve been 
our primary enroller. They have an outstanding
investigator, and they have excellent staff. Plus,
they’ve got one more key element, which is lots
of patients.” 

The Veterans Affairs sites named as this year’s
contractors include facilities in Washington, DC;
Little Rock, AR; Durham, NC; two Chicago VA
hospitals, Hines and Lakeside; Houston; San
Antonio; Nashville; and Charlotte.  ■

In ‘Siberia’ of TB control,
there’s a warming trend 
DC cases down; lab still on the wish list

Things are looking up in the TB control divi-
sion in Washington, DC. The proof? People

there are starting to talk — ever so cautiously, of
course — about the functioning public health lab-
oratory they hope to have someday.

These days, outreach workers have cars to take
them to their patients. There’s new leadership,
even a dab of new money. “There have been
some bad days,” says Margaret Tipple, MD, the
district’s new chief of TB control. “I’m cautiously
optimistic.”

One thing that serves to keep Tipple’s optimism
from overflowing is the current debate over the
district’s finances for the upcoming year. Recently,
President Clinton vetoed Washington’s budget
bill, complaining it was too loaded down with rid-
ers aimed at keeping the district under the thumb
of the Control Board. The result is that for now, TB
control and all other municipal functions are run-
ning on federal and local dollars provided by a

continuing resolution. “That, of course, means
nobody can do any long-term planning,” Tipple
adds. 

That’s a mere aggravation compared with
what Tipple says is the real threat: that Congress
will punish the district with budget cuts. For
years, TB control has subsisted on short rations;
any more belt-tightening could plunge the pro-
gram back into the hole it’s just begun to climb
out of. “What keeps people here awake at night is
the fear that Congress will say, ‘Hey, TB is going
away. Let’s cut the money.’ Then we’ll be in the
same downhill slide as before, but in an even
harder situation.” 

Meanwhile, good news isn’t altogether absent:
• On the case front, numbers this year appear

to be going down, perhaps by a sizeable fraction.
For the last few years, they hovered at 100 to 110
per year, making for a formidable case rate — the
nation’s highest, in fact — of 20/100,000. Rumor
has it that cases for this year may be down as
much as 30%. Tipple will say only that it looks as
if the total may be down. 

• As for completion rates, they stand at more
than 90%, and, for whatever reason, the district
has seen hardly any multidrug-resistant TB,
Tipple adds. Much credit is due to the staff, she
says. “Like people in most places, they’re terrifi-
cally overworked, but they put in a lot of effort,
and they try to be flexible and to chase patients
down wherever they are.” 

There are wrinkles that still need to be ironed
out in a program aimed at housing homeless
patients who refuse to stay put. In the long run,
the district’s biggest trouble may be its grim
demographics, which are characterized by a stub-
born combination of social ills, addictions, and
poverty, all of which make for some truly difficult
customers. “The easy cases are going away,”
notes Tipple. “The residual cases are all in popu-
lations with multiple risk factors that are hard to
reach.” 

In days past, poor record keeping plagued the
program. Whether that problem has been solved
is open to debate; a team from the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention in Atlanta is
looking at the accuracy of case reporting.

Tipple says she has no reason to believe there’s
a big problem. “On the whole, physicians and
laboratories and hospitals are aware of the report-
ing requirements. In the case of the larger hospi-
tals, at least, they’re good about it. As we get into
managed care and private providers, I’m less cer-
tain.” Still, there’s no evidence that people are
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failing to report cases, she adds. “A missed case
eventually gets into trouble and turns up, and
we’re not seeing late badly managed cases.”

On the laboratory front, little has changed —
not yet, anyway. As Tipple explains, outreach
workers without cars still can manage to do out-
reach, but a laboratory without reagents and
functioning equipment can’t improvise. The
result is that the run-down lab facility, housed in
a government building in the district, still can’t
manage so much as a simple smear, and fancier
tests are completely out of the question. 

“We’ve managed to cobble things together, and
a couple of local hospitals have been helping us
almost gratis,” says Tipple. “But it takes time,
and things can fall through the cracks. We spend
a lot of time making sure that doesn’t happen.” 

Ivan Walks, the District’s newly minted health
commissioner, is said to be juggling the District’s
various needs, including the public health lab.
“Call me next month, and I could have good
news for you,” says Tipple. “Or who knows?
They could decide they need more money for
immunizations or mental health programs and
they have to cut back on TB.” 

Success has its price

One moral of the story could be that success,
even the most hard-fought, has its price. “Now
that we’re starting to do better, people who had
been holding off are coming out of the woodwork
with great ideas, and we’re about to be asked to
do a bunch of additional things but without any
additional money,” says Tipple. 

Take targeted screening in high-risk popula-
tions, for example. In Ward 1, the Baltimore-based
Annie E. Casey Foundation has stepped in with a
modest grant aimed at providing outreach to the
ward’s mix of Hispanic communities. “The idea is
to try to capture some of the harder-to-reach peo-
ple, some of whom may be fearful even of coming
into the clinic if they’re undocumented,” says
Patrick Chaulk, MD, senior associate for health for
the foundation.

His assessment, like Tipple’s, is optimism tem-
pered with the knowledge of remaining obstacles.
“They have all these backdrop issues — the poli-
tics, the entrenched bureaucracy, the tax base —
that make doing anything difficult. Before, it was a
Keystone Cops approach to TB control. It’s still
going to take a while to make a big dent. But that’s
because they’re not just trying to improve this pro-
gram, they’re trying to resurrect it.”  ■

Bingo! Oklahoma City
solves a tricky problem
Two big investigations cause confusing overlap

In Oklahoma City, folks take their bingo seri-
ously. In one busy parlor, upward of 1,000

patrons come through on an average weekday
and stay from one to eight hours. Serious players
purchase a $20 pack of cards, fan them out, light
a cigarette, take “daubers” — tubes of colored ink
— and frantically mark the numbers on the cards,
cigarette ashes dangling precariously over the
tables.

When a case of TB turned up in just such a
high-stakes bingo parlor, TB controllers had a fair
idea of what they were up against. “We decided
to go public,” says H.R. Holman, media relations
spokesman for the city’s TB control division. “We
called the American Lung Association and bor-
rowed their van, we got hold of a canopy tent
from a local hospital, and we set up to do skin
testing right there in front of the parlor.” 

More than 1,000 bingo patrons were skin-
tested. Slightly more than a tenth were positive,
but, according to city health department epidemi-
ologist Jon Lowry, MPH, the positive reactors
were scattered more or less at random through-
out the parlor, without any particular concentra-
tion near the “hot zone” where the index case
usually sat. Because the woman was a loner by
nature and hadn’t been especially symptomatic
before she was diagnosed, the incident might
seem fairly straightforward.

It wasn’t. A couple of miles southwest of the
bingo parlor, another big contact investigation 
was winding up, says Lowry. That investigation
focused on an area with four bars that had been
frequented by another person with TB, who was
not diagnosed until his death. He had been sick 
for a long time and had spent months coughing,
roaming the bars with his pals, sleeping on a bar
pool table at night, and tending bar during the
day. In that investigation, hundreds were screened,
and Lowry found a big cluster of reactors. 

Because the bingo parlor investigation followed
closely on the heels of the bar investigation, and
because the two places were only a couple of miles
apart, Lowry decided to check zip codes of the
bingo parlor patrons. To his surprise, most of the
players came from a Northeastern zip code. The
bars, meanwhile, were in a Southwestern zip code.
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He concluded that the bingo parlor, even though
it’s centrally located, mostly serves patrons from
the Northeast.

Two of the bingo patrons, however, did turn out
to be bar patrons. In the bar investigation, the two
had tested negative; now they were positive. To
confuse the matter, they’d also been regulars in the
bingo parlor’s “hot zone.” In Lowry’s mind, that
raised two questions: Were the two converters
infected by the bingo player, who was perhaps
more infectious than she appeared? Or, having
been skin-tested twice in brief succession, were 
the converters good examples of older folks whose
sleepy immune systems had roused themselves
and, after a succession of skin tests, boosted? 

In the end, Lowry weighed in with the second
conclusion. He reasoned that the bar patrons, by
the time the bar case had been identified, had
plenty of time to mount a reaction. That meant
the scattershot distribution of the positive tests 
in the bingo parlor probably reflected the back-
ground rate for that population, not the bingo
player’s infectiousness.

Dale Gene Claflin, MD, the city’s TB control
officer, says he plans to offer prophylaxis liber-
ally, regardless of who infected whom. “We’ll
probably prevent a few reactivation cases, if noth-
ing else,” he says. “After all, that’s what preven-
tive medicine is all about.”

As for Holman, he thinks about 1,000 people a
day buying all those packs of cards at $20 a hit,
and says he is sure of just one thing: “You and
me, we’re in the wrong business.”  ■

TB sails smoothly through
takeover storm at Rikers
New ID chief institutes four-drug prophylaxis

It’s probably a good thing that Carl Brown, MD,
doesn’t mind a little heat in the kitchen. “My

friends ask me, ‘What on earth are you doing
there?’” says the affable chief of the infectious
disease (ID) service at the sprawling Rikers
Island correctional facility in New York City. The
answer hasn’t been as simple or straightforward
as Brown expected when he took the job a year
and a half ago, he confesses. 

Still, since Rikers jumped headlong into man-
aged care almost two years ago, it’s pretty much
been business as usual when it comes to TB, he
adds. “TB hasn’t really been a big issue because a
lot of things put into place [before the changeover]
have stayed. The New York City Division of TB
Control has a strong presence here, and we have a
good relationship with them. Most of the people
who were here before are still here now.” 

As head of the ID service at the Rikers state-
of-the-art Communicable Disease Center, you’d
think Brown would be dodging bullets full time,
either from critics of managed care or from the
cost-cutters and gatekeepers at St. Barnabas, the
dark-horse contender that grabbed the three-
year, $342 million contract to provide health care
at the jail away from the venerable Montefiore
Medical Center. He’s faced his share of criticism,
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Picture this: Photo IDs 
for Oklahoma homeless

To keep TB out of homeless shelters, many TB
control programs resort to photo IDs. Before

they can get a bed, homeless people must go to
the health department and get a card attesting
they’re disease-free. Sometimes, though, the cards
become black-market commodities. 

Oklahoma City solved that problem by switch-
ing to photo IDS. Unlike regular IDs, they can’t be
traded for a bottle of alcohol. Apparently as a
result of the photo ID system, TB in city shelters is
down from a high of 10% of the case total to just
one shelter-associated case in the past two years.
Plus, homeless people like the photo IDs, says
H.R. Holman, TB control bureau spokesman.
“Few of them have a driver’s license, so this
comes in handy,” Holman says. “The card says in
big letters ‘Not an official ID,’ but they’re able to
use it anyway.” 

Cardholders wax creative when it comes to pro-
viding a name, Holman adds. “We have a guy out
there calling himself ‘Human,’ and several men
whose cards say they’re Jack Daniel, and about 
10 John Does. But there’s only one of each face.” 

Getting city shelters to sign onto the system
wasn’t hard, says Holman. “They want to make
sure their staff doesn’t get exposed.” Nor are 
the cards expensive; by using a digital photo ID
machine the health department already had, the
bureau produces the cards for 20 cents apiece. 

So far, there’s only one hitch. For anyone with-
out a photo ID, shelters issue a temporary card, a
privilege some abuse by hopping from shelter to
shelter. “Nothing’s perfect,” says Holman. “But
this system still works pretty well.”  ■



he says. “Once, I was supposed to be giving a
talk on the treatment of HIV in an incarcerated
setting, and suddenly I’m batting back questions
about whether the women’s prison is a syphilis
factory!” 

To his mind, most of the problems that
attended the St. Barnabas takeover — the four-
fold increase in inmate complaints documented
in the first year, the scathing articles in the city
newspapers — can be attributed to politics and
to peoples’ tendency to get antsy when big
changes take place. 

“My sense is that St. Barnabas came in without
its best political hat on,” he says. “I don’t think
they realized what would happen when you
replace an institution that’s been here for 21
years. It was an explosive arena. Once inmates
saw the opportunity to complain, and newspa-
pers got involved, everyone got treated as if the
complaints were legitimate.” 

A quality assurance investigation initiated by
the head of the city’s Health and Hospital
Corporation (who has since departed in what an
HHC spokesperson describes as a “voluntary
separation”) suggests that some of the complaints
of poor medical care are not without foundation.
In addition, the Manhattan district attorney’s
office is investigating charges that St. Barnabas
allegedly was raking off supplies intended for the
jail for its own use.1

Security issues complicate job 

Brown also has experienced some difficulties of
his own, but as he sees it, the troubles are just busi-
ness as usual in the provision of health care for the
17,000-plus inmates who make up the country’s
largest correctional facility. “This wouldn’t be a
difficult job at all if you didn’t have to filter every-
thing through this thing called ‘the Department of
Corrections.’ Anything you try to implement, you
always have to look at the security part.” 

Working to educate clinicians and patients and
building consensus around issues also take time,
he adds. “So much of what I do is public health
and preventive medicine,” he says. “And that
requires some personal touches. It takes someone
with the personality for it.” Throw in some HIV
— “that’s like throwing gasoline on a fire,” Brown
notes — add a handful of politics — “there, noth-
ing’s ever simple” — and you’ve got a job that’s
clearly not for everyone.

Two programmatic changes Brown has enacted
since the St. Barnabas takeover include four-drug

prophylaxis for suspect cases and a newly inaugu-
rated policy of direct observation for everyone on
preventive medicine, with the first change pro-
ceeding more smoothly than the second, he adds. 

The first change came about as a result of talks
with Paula Fujiwara, MD, New York City’s head
of TB control. “She convinced me that four-drug
prophylaxis would be a better idea for someone
with, say, questionable anergy status, than what
we were doing when I first arrived, which was
single-drug prophylaxis,” Brown says. “We have
more and more people, is my sense, whose
smears are negative, who have minimal if any
signs on their chest X-rays, but whose cultures
are positive. When their cultures grow out, it’s a
good thing we already have them on four-drug
therapy.” 

Complaints about policy changes

The other change under way — finding better
ways to provide preventive therapy to latently
infected inmates — hasn’t gone as smoothly,
Brown says. In that situation, complaints from
upstate correctional facilities where many Rikers
inmates make their way prompted a change in
Rikers Island policy. “People upstate were com-
plaining they couldn’t tell who was on preventive
therapy and who wasn’t,” Brown recalls. “So the
medical director decided we’d just put everyone
on [directly observed preventive therapy].” 

In theory, it sounded good. Brown made the
rounds, selling the idea to skeptics. “I’d tell them,
‘It’s one thing if you’ve got a patient who’s over
35 and they’re out on the street, but it’s some-
thing else in an incarcerated setting. Here, we 
can make sure everyone gets their PPD read.’”

The trouble came with the direct observation
part because that requires two trips, not just one,
to the pharmacy window, where a staff member
now duly records the ingestion of pills. But
inmates are balking at standing in line for that
second trip, says Brown; so far, about half on INH
have dropped out. 

Direct observation problems notwithstanding,
Brown’s posture suggests that of a man standing
calm in the eye of a storm. “Nothing’s simple, but
I’m enjoying this job,” he says. “I’ve got a good
team here.”

Reference

1. D.A. investigates health care panic at Rikers Island.
New York Observer, Sept. 15, 1998: Observer Online.  ■
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Texas prisons mend ways
via tough jail TB screening
Houston’s jail even adds portable chest X-rays

There was a time when “Texas prison” was a
synonym for “good place to catch TB.” That

time has come and gone, prison officials declare.
They credit the change to good compliance with a
statute passed in 1993 that requires every jail with
more than 100 beds to screen all inmates for TB
who are there for more than 14 days. 

Widespread compliance with the statute has
made a huge dent in TB caseloads in Texas pris-
ons, amounting to a decline in cases of more than
70% since 1994, says Michael Kelley, MD, chief 
of preventive medicine for the state’s Department
of Criminal Justice. As a result, TB case rates in
state prisons are about the same as in the city of
Houston — a much brighter prospect than in days
gone by. Annual skin-test conversion rates in Texas
prisons are down dramatically as well, he adds,
from a high of more than 6% to 1.4% now. 

Screening program a success

Because on average, two-thirds of a given jails’
inmates will have checked out before 14 days
have elapsed, many of them still return to the
community without having been screened, Kelley
concedes. But none go on to prison without first
having been screened. “So the screening require-
ment may not have as great an impact on the
community, but it’s had a fantastic impact on the
prisons,” says Kelley. 

Interestingly, the wording of the 1993 statute 
is a bit vague. It mandates “testing for TB” but
doesn’t say exactly how or at what point during
the 14 days the testing has to be done. 

At the Harris County jail in Houston, that
vagueness inspired debate about particulars, says
Bobby Davis, RN, CCHP, director of nursing at
the Harris County jail in Houston. Did the statute
mean a TB skin test, a chest X-ray, or both? 

“We debated it with the Texas Department of
Health,” says Davis. Jail officials also studied
requirements of the National Commission on
Correctional Healthcare, which mandates some
kind of TB check upon intake (simply asking
about any possible TB symptoms is enough), as
well as a PPD skin test done in conjunction with
a health assessment performed on the 14th day. 

In the end, the jail, which had just gotten a
chunk of money from state legislators worried
about severe overcrowding in the correctional
system, decided to go whole-hog. They took the
new funding and used it to turn one corner of a
cellblock into 47 negative-pressure rooms, then
bought a digital chest X-ray machine. 

Now, inmates are X-rayed as soon as they’re
booked. The 70-mm images, stored on a disk, are
read by a technician in another building. “The
tech doesn’t do any guesswork,” says Davis.
“Anything that looks even slightly suspicious,
that person goes immediately to isolation.”

Along with the chest X-ray, intake workers do
a health history, asking open-ended questions
designed to elicit information about a history of
TB or symptoms of current disease. Again, any
signs that look suspicious land the inmate in iso-
lation. Then, for those still cooling their heels in
jail by day 14, there’s a physical exam conducted
by a nurse, which includes a skin test for every-
one without a record of a positive skin test. Those
who test positive are placed on isoniazid.

All this makes good economic sense as well as
good public health policy, given the jail’s size.
“We book between 250 and 300 people a day, or
about 100,000 a year,” says Davis. “We’re the
third-largest jail in the country, right behind Los
Angeles county, and the second-largest accred-
ited jail in the country.” 

With 8,300 inmates booked in, Davis estimates
he’s got 10 to 12 inmates in his isolation unit and
about 420 on treatment for latent TB infection.  ■

Clinton to convene confab
on TB vaccine research
Also urges progress toward HIV, malaria vaccines

President Clinton has jumped on the TB vaccine
bandwagon, announcing his intent to call a

conference at the White House to discuss new vac-
cines for TB, HIV, and malaria within the next
year. That will mark the second White House con-
ference related to TB issues since First Lady
Hillary Rodham Clinton met last year with TB
experts (see TB Monitor, January 1999, p. 3). 

Dates for the upcoming conference haven’t yet
been set. When it takes place, White House
spokesmen say the chief executive will bring
together top TB researchers and heads of the
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pharmaceutical industry and urge them to part-
ner to find vaccines for HIV and malaria, as well
as a better vaccine for TB. 

“Vaccines are the best hope for fighting the
infectious diseases that continue to take millions
of lives in developing countries every year and
which feed conflict and strife throughout the
world,” the president said. He made his remarks
during an address to the 54th session of the
United Nations in New York. 

So far, TB control here at home hasn’t caught
the eye of the president, Mrs. Clinton, or
Congress in quite the same way as the TB epi-
demic has in poor countries. As expected, the
House budget bill for the Department of Health
and Human Services (HHS), which siphons
money to the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention’s Division of TB Elimination, calls
for level funding again, with $122 million ear-
marked for HHS. 

Developing countries get money to fight TB

In other parts of the nation’s capital, funding to
fight TB in the developing world has scored some
big wins. One increase, recently approved by the
House Appropriations Subcommittee on Labor,
Education, and Human Services, has marked a
sum for fighting TB in developing countries that
will fall somewhere between $35 million and $50
million, says Mark Murray, an aide to congress-
man David Obey (D-WI). That sum will go to
USAID as part of a $735 million package destined
for the USAID child survival division, Murray
adds. 

Funding to USAID to fight HIV/AIDS in sub-
Saharan Africa also is expected to get an increase
of at least $35 million, Murray says. Some of that
money will benefit TB as well because increas-
ingly TB and HIV programs in that region are
attempting to cooperate with one another. 

In addition, Sen. Barbara Boxer (D-CA) has
introduced a bill to increase TB funding to USAID
by $60 million — a stunning fivefold increase, says
Obey aide Mark Miadusky. 

“That’s new money, so it won’t take away from
other diseases,” notes Miadusky. Unfortunately,
the Boxer bill was introduced late, so it won’t be
decided on this fiscal year but will have to wait
until next year, he adds. 

Prodding on the part of Princeton Project 55, a
TB-related effort mounted by consumer activist
Ralph Nader, may deserve at least some of the
credit for increased interest in TB on Capitol Hill.

Nader’s forces have lobbied both Boxer and Obey
on the TB issue. 

Congress also is expected to hand Clinton 
an extra $100 million the president requested 
for a special initiative against HIV and AIDS in
Africa. In his speech to the UN, Clinton noted
that over the next decade, HIV will kill more
people in sub-Saharan Africa than all 20th-cen-
tury wars combined. AIDS, he added, is the
“worst infectious disease catastrophe since the
bubonic plague.”  ■

Info highway pavers 
are eyeing TB programs 
Immigrant data need to be on-line, DQ says

Someday soon, every TB control program in the
United States, from the biggest urban program

to the smallest one-stethoscope clinic, may be
sending and receiving data on-line. 

If that happens, most of the thanks probably
should go to the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention’s Department of Quarantine (DQ) 
and to the Public Health Practice Program Office,
which developed the concept. Experts at DQ are
burning the midnight oil as they try to inject some
oomph into TB controllers’ traditionally snail-
paced modes of communication. 

Ideally, DQ would like to pave a smooth, two-
lane electronic highway on which information
would flow quickly and accurately, starting at
DQ headquarters and running through state
health departments down to local jurisdictions
and then all the way back up again. 

It’s a vision TB controllers of every stripe should
welcome, says Frank Seawright, chief of data man-
agement at DQ. For one reason, state programs
badly need a more accurate way to tell how many
immigrants and refugees the programs spend their
time and dollars screening for TB. As it stands, few
states know what their true burden of immigrants
looks like, and that makes it tough to base funding
requests on true needs. 

Data on immigrants start falling through the
cracks at the very start of the process, says
Seawright. That’s when the Immigration and
Naturalization Service (INS) sometimes fails to
intercept immigrants or simply doesn’t pass on
TB notifications to one of the nation’s eight
quarantine stations. 
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“We know this happens,” says Seawright,
“because we’ll have the TB rates for country X;
but the percentages on the data we get back
from one part of the country won’t match at all
to what we get from another place.”

After stumbles at the front end, “Q stations”
send whatever data they receive to state pro-
grams, except in some situations where they
send it directly to a big city, such as Los Angeles,
Chicago, or Seattle. Then, the city is supposed to
touch base with the state; sometimes that hap-
pens, and sometimes not.

Slowly the data sift down, usually by snail
mail, to smaller programs that are supposed to
report their findings. They do — sometimes. 

In the case of refugees, there are additional
problems. Since all refugees must pass through
one of the quarantine stations, information is
usually accurate at the start. But data on refugees
go to two places: the state program and the state
refugee processing office. The refugee office is
supposed to report to the state, but “there’s lots
of confusion on this point,” says Seawright.

Besides giving states a better handle on what’s
happening within their own borders, seamless
electronic linkage could provide a good gauge on
how well panel physicians overseas are perform-
ing their jobs. In other words, it’ll be easier to see
whether a chest X-ray marked “suspicious” by a
panel physician in, say, the Philippines looks sus-
picious to physicians here as well. 

A direct link with processing centers

Seawright hopes eventually to link up electron-
ically with panel physicians at the big processing
centers in countries that supply the United States
with most of its immigrants. That would make
DQ less dependent upon the INS for data, and it
would close up that gap in the line. 

To begin with, DQ officials have inaugurated
a pilot program in which data from the eight
quarantine stations are sent electronically to
selected state health departments. For now, how
the states get the information to the local juris-
diction may vary, from phone calls to faxes to
snail mail. Seawright wants that to change. 
“One thing we’re trying to do here is to force
this issue a little bit,” he says. “We want local
programs to realize this is coming, and they
need to gear up for it.” 

It’s a matter of attitude more than money, he
adds. “These things aren’t that expensive, for
heaven’s sake! On the back page of this morning’s

New York Times, I saw a computer priced at $400 if
you sign up for CompuServe for a year.” 

The trouble is, lots of small programs still
regard the Internet with suspicion; while big-
city mayors may view it as a luxury their 
health departments don’t deserve. 

As it stands, many states already have joined
the future. New York state has “a Cadillac pro-
gram,” with electronic capabilities throughout 
all jurisdictions; so do Georgia and a handful of
other states as well.  ■

WHO project assesses
community involvement
An oft-cited solution gets its value measured

In developing countries, TB and AIDS epi-
demics have outrun the capacities of existing

health infrastructures. Programs often turn to
outreach workers recruited from the community
to plug the hole in the dike. It sounds good —
community workers, after all, live close by, work
for a pittance, and don’t need much training —
but just how effective are they? In which kinds of
situations do they work best? 

To find some answers, the World Health
Organization (WHO) launched a multinational
study of “community involvement” sites scat-
tered across the sub-Saharan region of Africa. The
study is designed so that each intervention can be
compared to a control project also under way.

The project is now in its third year. Soon,
researchers will draw on their findings to develop
training materials, says Mukadi Ya Diul, MD, pro-
ject director and a member of the Operations and
Epidemiological Research Unit of the Commun-
icable Disease Cluster at the WHO.

Although the project’s primary aim is to evalu-
ate the usefulness of various community-based
interventions, collaborators are hoping to find
some community-based solutions to the problems
that inspired the study. 

“When we started this project, it was because
we’d been having trouble as we began imple-
menting directly observed therapy, short-course
[DOTS],” says Mukadi. Despite TB program’s
best efforts, DOTS programs often weren’t per-
forming up to snuff. Cure rates stayed in the
basement, and default rates were depressingly
high in some places, he says. 
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Evidently, some patients default because they
don’t like being forced to stay in the hospital for
two months (customary for the initial phase of
therapy in many parts of the region). In other
instances, patients simply can’t travel long dis-
tances to inaccessible clinics. Still other reports cite

complaints about
overbearing DOT
workers. At the
same time, often
there’s a discon-
nect between HIV
and TB programs.
This means that TB
clinics often are
filled with patients
with AIDS who

aren’t receiving treatment for it, and AIDS home
care workers visit patients whose biggest problem
is actually TB.

“The AIDS home health workers knew virtu-
ally nothing about TB, even though most of their
patients had the disease,” says Mukadi. Yet here
was a good structure with strong patient link-
ages. Why not use it for TB? 

Countries taking part in the study are all bur-
dened with high rates of HIV, and each country
was allowed to design its own intervention,
accompanied by a control project, he adds. All
told, there are eight projects. 

Using existing resources

One in a semi-urban region of Botswana uses
HIV home care providers to observe TB therapy.
A project in an urban area of Kenya piggybacks
onto what’s called village development commit-
tees, a system that dates back to 1986, says
Mukadi. Committee members’ jobs are to moni-
tor various aspects of village health; for example,
they keep track of how many children are born
and who is sick with what illness. The committee
members also are allowed to sell medications out
of their houses, acting as a rural dispensary.
“These people were given TB drugs to provide
out of the homes — but for free,” says Mukadi.
District health officers check to make sure the
drugs are being distributed properly and free of
charge; and observation of treatment takes place.

A project in Malawi employs a hospital “guard-
ian,” the person customarily assigned to care for a
patient who is hospitalized, to monitor treatment
for TB in the community. One project in rural
Uganda takes advantage of village development
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committees by having a health officer notify them
when a TB patient is about to be released to the
community. The committee assigns someone to
monitor that patient’s therapy. A second Uganda
project, this one in an urban area, takes people
from The AIDS Service Organization (TASO),
which provides home care to AIDS patients. TASO
workers are trained to care for TB victims as well.
Here, trouble arose, notes Mukadi, because most
TB patients dislike being associated with TASO,
since AIDS bears such a strong stigma.

A project in South Africa solicits and trains tra-
ditional healers in the rudiments of TB and then
uses them to provide direct observation. To find
healers, directors used a doctoral candidate who
was doing his thesis on the healers. In a Zambian
project, volunteers trained by Catholic Church
workers already provide AIDS care to the home-
bound. Now they are being trained to provide TB
care as well.  ■
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